and some lower envelope problems in R3).
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Euclidean Voronoi diagrams.
It is well-known that for S~R~under the Euclidean metric, V(S) is the downward projection of the boundary complex of a polyhedron obtained as the intersection of halfspaces bounded below by non-vertical hyperplanes. Thus, for an arbitrary collection, H, of such halfspaces in R~+l, we call such a projection in R ', V(H), a weighted Voronoi diagram; a weighted Voronoi diagram is sometimes referred to as a power diagram [4] . Optimal worst case algorithms (both simple randomized (Clarkson and Shor [12] , Seidel [29] )) and complicated deterministic (Chazelle [10] ) are known for general d; their running time is O(nlogn + n[d/21 ) . But since for n = I-HI the size f of V(H) can be as small as 0(1) or as large as @44 ),it is of interest to have output sensitive algorithms. The aim is to obtain an algorithm with running time that matches the lower bound Q(n log f + f). Seidel [28] gave an algorithm with a running time O (n2 +~log f), and Matou3ek [25] reduced the n2 term (using complicated techniques) to a subquadratic term which is n4/3 (times a polylog factor) for d = 3,4. On the other hand, the "gift wrapping" approach by Swart
[31] has running time O(rzf ) , and has been improved by Chart [6] (for d = 3,4 the resulting time is O(n log f + (nf )4/3 log' n)). Chan, Snoeyink and Yap [7, 8] made important progress by giving an algorithm that runs in time O ( (n + f) log2~) for d = 3. Our contribution is to extend this to d = 4 with an additional log factor: O ( (n + f) log3~). Our new insight leads to an approach for arbitrary dimension, but unfortunately it runs into difficulties, so the results that are obtained in higher dimensions are not very interesting. We verify that without using perturbation the algorithm for d = 3 can be adapted to work for degenerate input with the same time bound. This is interesting because d = 3 is the most important case in applications. We do not know if the same is true for d = 4.
Algebraic planar Voronoi diagrams. Elaborating on the 2-dimensional version of the algorithm for weighted Voronoi diagrams, we obtain an algorithm for a large class of Voronoi diagrams in the plane (or on the 2-sphere), in which bisectors between sites are simple curves consisting of a constant number of algebraic pieces of bounded degree. We call these algebraic planar Voronoi diagrams.
They include a large and important subset of the generalized Voronoi diagrams considered by Klein [21] . The algorithm is deterministic and parallel; in the EREW PRAM model it runs in time 0(log2 n) using optimal O(n log n) work, where n is the number of sites. This includes, for example, the Euclidean Voronoi diagram of nonintersecting segments in the plane for which the previous best deterministic result, by Goodrich, O'Dtinlaing and Yap [19] , used time O(log2 n) and O(n log2 n) work in the CREW PRAM model. In another example, computing the intersection of equal radius balls in R3, this results in the only known optimal deterministic sequential algorithm. This latter result was announced in Amato, Goodrich and Ramos
[2], but the presentation there was very brief 1. Here, we remedy that and, at the same time, within a more general framework, give a cleaner algorithm that includes a larger family of problems. Of course, taking advantage of the properties of a concrete problem, a simpler algorithm may be possible; we plan to discuss some particular cases in the final version.
Basic approach
The basic approach uses divide-and-conquer based on geometric partitioning together with a pruning of the input to the subproblems that enforces a global invariant on the total size of the subproblems in each level of the the same framework, and it is even closer to the primal/dual approach in [8], which we are adopting here (see remark below). Pruning: Prune SIT to obtain S7 so that it contains only those sites for which V, either touches the contour or is interior to~.
Recursion: If IS7 \ > C then recurse with (~, S7), else finish in O(1) time.
In step 2, the contour is a lower dimensional Voronoi diagram; a lower dimensional version of the same algorithm may be used if it satisfies the necessary properties.
In step 3, the pruning rule keeps two types of sites: sites touching the contour, and sites interior to the region. Assuming that Voronoi cells are connected, if a site does not touch any contour, then it can only be interior to one region. This results in an upper bound of at most n interior sites in all subproblems at the same level of recursion. Keeping all touching sites is only a preliminary rule; it does not produce an efficient algorithm because a Voronoi cell may intersect a region of the cutting without contributing inside it any feature to which the corresponding work can be charged. In fact, if the contour determines the Voronoi diagram inside, then the recursion should stop. Thus, the main point of this work is to establish the right framework where a good pruning rule can be given. In step 4, C is an appropriate constant Remark. The original output sensitive algorithm by Chan et al. [7] was presented in the dual space, that is, as an algorithm 2bd, int and cl are used to denote the topological operations of boundary, interior and closure respectively. that computes the intersection of halfspaces. Remaining in that context we found the extension. Their revised version [8] uses both the primal and dual. Since this approach leads to a presentation that it is easier to visualize, and possibly more appropriate for an implementation, we follow it here. Thus, a considerable portion of the next section is dedicated to defining the problem in the primal and dual spaces. Once this is done, the algorithm is quite natural.
Contents. The next section describes the application to lower convex hulls, and the following one presents the application to algebraic planar Voronoi diagrams.
2
Output sensitive computation of lower convex hulls
Preliminaries
Definitions are given for completeness and to establish the notation. A standard reference is [14] .
Polytopes and polyhedra. A (convex) polytope in Rd is the convex hull of a finite point set S (the smallest convex set containing S), denoted conv( S). More general, a {convex) polyhedron is the intersection of a finite set of halfspaces H, denoted n H. Let T be a pol yhedron.
A hyperplane h supports 7 if it intersects bd(~) and a halfspace bounded by h contains 7. Then hfi~is called aface of P, and it is said to be supported by h. A face f is also a polyhedron (and a polytope if so is P). The set of all faces is the boundary complex3 of P. P is simple such that if~6 C and g is a face of~, then g G C, and if j, g E C then~ng is a face of~andg. The underlying space of C, denoted ICI is U{j : f c C}. The boundary of C, denoted bd(C), is the subcomplex 23of C such that /lfl = bd(lCl).~acets are the top dimensional faces and ridges are the next to top dimensional faces. F(C) and R(C) denote the setof facets and ridges of C. An operator+ on faces extends to a complex C in the natural way: 4(C) = {~(~) :~G C}.
hyperplane {y E Rd+l :~d+$/d = m.y}in Rd+l, where . denotes vector product. Let h(m)+ denote the halfspace in Rd+l bounded from below by h(m). This establishes a relation between a point in P (resp. D) and a non-vertical hyperplane in D (resp. P). p is on (resp. above, and below) h(x) in P iff x is on (resp. above and
Lower convex hulls and halfspace intersections. is (k -1)-dimensional. G We also assume that V. includes vertices, for otherwise Vu is completely determined by the contour of u. P is extended to Vm by defining P(j n c) = .P(~). 
Geometric partitioning
Cuttings. There are several options for computing a cutting [12, 22, 9, 26] in linear time both using randomization or deterministically. One approach is geometric sampling: Take a random sampl~R~S of sufficiently large constant size, compute V(R) and triangulate it; for I-in the triangulation contained in Vfi( fi), the conflict list~1~consists of those x e~so that h(x)+ does not
With probability at least 1/2 the desired cutting is obtained. This can be improved by the approach of resampling. However, from a rough GAlgorithmically, this must be enforced through symbolic perturbation. This is in addition to the general position assumption for S already stated. A$ in [g] , for~complex in P we use superscript for a dual restriction (with respect to a region in D), and a lowerscript for a primal restriction (with respect to a region in P).
calculation, it appears the size of, say, a (l/2)-cutting is impractically large already for d == 3,4 which are our main interest. An alternative, as pointed out in [8] is the partitioning introduced by Meggido [26] (see [14] 
We assume that h is in general position so that for a k-face~in V, $ n h is a (k -1)-face in Vh or empty, and, hence, the primal counterpart P(Vh ), denoted @, is a where the vertical di~ection in fi is the projection of the vertical direction in P; note that fi is not horizontal).
Thus, ZJh is monotone in the direction of m in P. @ splits 27., into two parts, one of them corresponding to T. The boundary complex bc(7* ) can be obtained from @ and bc(ux). For a point p, to determine on which side of@ it lies, perform a point location for TM(P) in T&@~).
The algorithm
Key idea. The key idea in the algorithm [8] is, when recursing on u~D, to restrict work to u.~P to O*: instead of computing Da, the subproblem computes D@*. Thus, those portions of bd(ZY' ) that do not bound the interior are disregarded and no further work is wasted on recomputing already known faces in further levels of the computation. The algorithm keeps track of the boundary 8This directly fits the partitioning by Meggido since it consists of a tree of partitions by hyperplanes. But every polytope in any arbitrary panition can also be produced in this manner, using for each region of the cutting, a partitioning hyperplane for each facet in its boundary. complex bc(m*) of the regions in P corresponding to CT where D is still to be computed. Our improvement for d + 1 = 5 results by computing contours by using the same algorithm recursively in the next lower dimension.
We can give a general plan for arbitrary dimension, but it can only be completed efficiently for d + 1 < 5 (or rather patched up). ( 12%I) ). The intersection with rj~l (P*) is to obtain only points whose downward projection is in p.. Algorithmically, this requires a point location data structure, which is not feasible in general, but the difficulty can be solved ford+ 1 <5.9
Computing bc(~x). We now have D:* and bc(ox).
bc(~x) can be obtained from@* and bc(mx ) as follows.
The algorithm concentrates on determining the facets and ridges in bc(~x ) from which the complex can be constructed. D!* and bc(ux ) are merged into a structure in which each ridge has its incident facets sorted around it. Facets are directed: those in Z)~X with the direction corresponding to h', and those in bc(rk ) towards the interior. By walking on the resulting graph of facets and edges, those components of bc(~x ) with facets in ZJ~* are identified. Other components are either completely inside or outside. This can be determined with the point location used to determine interior points. Further details are given in [8] , and will be given in the complete version of this paper.
Determining bc(px ). For a ridge r in bc(cx), we want to determine whether r' = 7rM(r) is a facet in bc(px) (note the difference in dimension). Let~and g be the facets in bc(ax ) incident to r. n~(r)
is in bc(p,) ifã nd g are on opposite sides of@. Let~' be the facet in D incident to~outside ax (note that~is a ridge in 2)), called the attaching facet. Similarly g' for g. In the case that both~' and g' are known then it is a direct check to determine whether~and g are on opposite sides. Alternatively it would be sufficient if~and g are on the
boundary of cl(int(Z)T)).
This latter case is always true in the first level of the recursion of Hul 1 but not true in general in deeper levels. Then, it is necessary to compute attaching facets. We lack an efficient procedure to do this in general, but we can get around it for d+ 1<5. correspond to facets, and they must be known to be able to determine whether one of the intersections of b with 9A different approach is not to enforce this and to allow points with projection outside LL*. Still the bound on total subproblem size holds because such points are retained only in one subproblem when splitting with a cutting. They are identified as being outside at the completion of subproblem~.. The presentation is cleaner if those points are not allowed.
his known while the other is not. If @(S) were always computed (complete, not just its restriction to Zlm. ) in every level of recursion, then the resulting tree structure could be used to answer point location queries in time O(logd n). log n can be changed into log~if at every level the construction is repeated a second time without the redundant sites. Unfortunately, we can only afford to construct D:*, and as a consequence the point location capability breaks down: the resulting structure has gaps, and some queries may fail by ending in a gap. Fortunately, we can get around this ford+ 1<5.
Total size of subproblems. The total conflict list size of all subproblems generated during the computation of the modified algorithm is O (n +~) times a polylog factor.
Thus, one could afford polylog work per site in a subproblem and still obtain work O (n + f) times a polylog factor for the algorithm. Patching up the algorithm in low dimensions. We irldicate how to patch up the algorithm ford+ 1 = 5. First, we deal with the computation of attaching facets. In thle top level of the recursion, as pointed out above, computing attaching facets is straightforward. In the second level of the recursion we get around the difficulty as follows: @(~c* ) is 2-dimensional, so we can afford lo compute it everywhere (including spurious faces outside o*). Then, having bc(ax) and @( Sm. ), we can identify bc(p' ) and spurious faces simultaneously.
Second, we deal with the point location problem. As pointed out above, in the top dimension is not possible to end up in a gap. In the second level, we can compute all of Dh(~o* ), so that there are no gaps. Sinqe part of this structure is spurious, we need to argue that it still produces correct results. But this is obvious because the spurious portion is outside u.. This also solves the problem of finding the restriction to~~~1 (N*) when using recursion: this is not needed in the first level of recursion, and in the lower levels the point location problem is at most 2-dimensional and can be solved efficiently.
With the two difficulties patched up we conclude that there is an algorithm with a running time O ((n + f) log4~).
Using an optimal O(nlog f) algorithm for the 2-dimensional subproblems, one log factor is gained.
Theorem 2 Higher dimensions. In higher dimensions, the algorithm can be patched up using linear programming queries as in [8] . The improvement over previous results is only marginal.
Handling degeneracies ford+ 1 = 4. Since Voronoi diagrams in dimension 3 are specially important from the point of view of applications, it is interesting to verify that for this case the algorithm can actually handle degeneracies so that the running time still is O((n + f) log' j). It is mostly a tedious description of how to handle different degeneracies. Here, we only point out that the analysis for the total size of the subproblems goes through. Consider C = bc(~.).
We argue that the 2-faces in C can be charged for the vertices in C, all of which are retained in l$T*. Let us assume C is connected. C may be pinched at some vertices and edges (but no 2-faces). If these are removed by replicating them and moving them away, then C becomes a surface of genus bounded by the number of edges. Then, using the Euler's formula relating the numbers of O-1-and 2-dimensional faces and the genus, we get that the number of vertices is at most proportional to the number of 2-faces. The replication is only by a constant factor if we assume a cutting into cells of constant complexity.
Theorem 3 Let $ < R3+1 be a set of points.
Then D(S) can be computed in time O((n + f) log2~) (even in the case that~is degenerate).
3 Algebraic planar Voronoi diagrams
Definition
We consider a set S of n sites in the plane (alternatively on the sphere). Thus, b(p, q) divides the plane into two (closed) regions. One of them is associated with p and denoted hP(p, q) and the other is associated with q and denoted h~(p, q). We make the following nondegeneracy assumptions: (A2) Any two bisectors intersect only at crossing points and any four bisectors have empty intersection.
As usual, degeneracies can be handled using symbolic perturbation techniques, The cell ofp c S is VP(S) = flp#qGS~p(P, q).
need not be contained in VP(S). We assume that: (A3) For any site p and any three other sites ql, qz, qs, Vp({P, Q, q.2, qs}) is empo or simply connected.
It follows that for any R~S and any p c S, VP(R) is empty or simply connected. Because of the nondegeneracy assumption, the Voronoi diagram V(S) consists of 1°Note that in some cases, such as the ball intersection application, O(p) may not exist. For m E 7P(R), thp conflict list of a, denoted Slm, consists of those sites q < S such that P(P7 d does not contain a" clear1Y7 onlY the sites in S1Ocan affect V(S) restricted to U, denoted VO(S). Finally, we assume that: (A5) Some basic operations on the p.s. curves (bisectors, geodesics and objects) can be performed in constant time.
2-dimensional cells VP(S)
, called faces; 1-dimensional cells, connected components 11 of Vp,q(s) = yi(s) n
Algorithm
We follow the basic approach outlined in the introduction, with a refined pruning rule that is the dual version of that in the previous section. But this is somewhat complicated since we allow multiple intersections between bisectors and between bisectors and the boundaries of regions. Also a different approach for determining interior sites is needed and, to obtain optimal O(rz log n) work, a faster partitioning is used: a cutting of size O (n') rather than O ( 1).
Cutting. Under the assumptions above, the following geometric sampling result holds, and is the basis for the To emphasize the parallelism, the algorithm below is described in rounds. Ti is the set of active trapezoids in round i. The steps in the i-th round are as follows.
Details are given below. can be interior to at most one subproblem, and because each of the O(n) vertices of V(S) is incident to only 3 sites (hence it can be charged in at most 3 subproblems).
Computing
contours.
Consider the boundary p of a trapezoid~. In order to obtain the new contour Cn(T), the algorithm first computes C.(r) = VP( S17), which is a corrupted version of the contour that includes'Cn (T) as well as spurious edges and vertices (i.e., edges and vertices that do not appear in V(S), but may appear here due to the pruning).
Since a bisector can intersect p several times, one cannot use a 1-dimensional version of our divide-and-conquer algorithm to obtain CC(7).
A different divide-and-conquer approach is needed: to compute VP(T), T is divided into two nearly equal parts 2'1 and Tz, VU(T1) and VU ( The corresponding approach for halfspace intersections in R3 was used by Reif and Sen [27] .
Voronoi diagram of the contour sites. We want to compute V(SJ) in time O (log2 n. ) and O (nr log n.) work in the EREW PRAM. We know that the boundzuy of~touches the cells of all the sites in S:, by definition. Thus, if we use on S; the same algorithm we are devising, but starting with the decomposition of the plane induced by (the boundary of) r, then interior sites will never appear. Therefore, that this algorithm computes the diagram V(S~) within the required bounds will follow from the analysis of the overall algorithm. Note that for our purposes we actually need V(S~) both inside and outside of~. larly simple, since it has no vertices inside; specifically, the dual is a tree. A data structure for point location in D(7) with the required performance can be constructed using standard techniques.
Conclusion. This completes the description of the algorithm, and we state the result in the following.
Theorem 5 An algebraic planar Voronoi diagram of n sites can be computed deterministically in the EREW PRAM model using time O (log2 n) and optimal work O(nlogn).
Applications
The result for Voronoi diagrams of line segments in the plane follows directly. The result for ball intersections follows either by a projection onto the plane, or by doing everything on a 2-sphere. In the final version, we plan to include a more complete list of applications. The work of Alt and Schwarzkopf [1] seems relevant to broaden the scope of our algorithm.
